PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Our team understands the dynamics that go into a commercial kitchen, regardless of what type of food is served. With

WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?
Make your dream a reality and get cookin’ in a custom-tailored kitchen built by the experts at FSW design.

25 years of CAD experience, a combined 13 years of residential and commercial kitchen design experience, and an extensive background in architectural design, we’ll fill the gap

405-517-1269

between your ideas and a productive reality.

4525 N. Cooper

We’ve partnered with some of the biggest names in the busi-

Oklahoma City, OK 73118

LOGO TAGLINE WILL GO HERE

ness to craft kitchens tailored to their needs. Here’s a rundown of who we’ve worked with:
n Republic Gastropub
n Kitchen 324
n Bricktown Brewery
n Broadway 10 & Chophouse
n Mahogany

Like the signature dishes from restaurants
across the country, every design requires a
unique approach—and a dollop of ingenuity—
to get it just right.

THE BENEFITS OF FSW DESIGN

OUR SERVICES

HIGH EFFICIENCY

REMODELS AND BUILD-OUTS

With over 25 years in the industry, the FSW Design experts

Whether building out from scratch or

at no extra cost. That’s it. No catch, no fine print, no hidden

will listen to your ideas and shape a custom kitchen tailored

remodeling an existing space, the only

fees. That’s been the FSW way since the very beginning and

to your needs.. We craft designs with your budget in mind to

time you’ll have to lift a finger is when

we’re excited to extend this value you.

optimize the efficiency, production and flow of your cooking

you sign off on the plans. FSW Design

space. Our experts will even identify spots where design can
cut the overall costs of your project.

THE RIGHT PRODUCTS

works with you to craft plans tailored
to your needs and sees every project,
no matter how big or small, through
to completion.

Years of extensive experience means our consultants know

LATEST DESIGN TECHNOLOGY

what equipment your kitchen needs, no matter what kind of

From concepts and architecture to

plates come off the line. Some of the biggest players in the

the nitty gritty of technical drawings,

foodservice industry have trusted us to navigate their proj-

we use the latest technology to create

ects, and we’re ready to provide you with the same great ser-

kitchen designs to your specifications.

vice. We’ll also design your space to meet local and federal

That means you can see a 3D render-

specifications so you’ll be ready to sling your spatula as soon

ing of your kitchen on-screen, and

as our installation is complete.

see how it works with the rest of your
business’s design concepts.

THE FSW TOUCH
When you acquire your equipment through FSW or a Division
of FSW, we’ll design your entire kitchen from the ground up

